
NEED DATA!!! For you?

Someone in data 
you’ve spoken 

to?

Related to a 
prior request?

Are there others 
interested in this 

data?

Is there an 
executive 

sponsor of the 
project you’re 
working on?

What is the 
problem you’re 
trying to solve?

Do you have 
related 

documents?

Who?

Who?

Which #?

Who?

Who?

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

AttachYes

Yes

Are there other 
data requests 

out there related 
to yours?

No

What?Yes

Submit

Data Request Process

Data pull?

 support on a 
project?

- analytical support 
for specific duration 

of time

Administrative?
-contracts

-access

Bug or broken report 
fix?

Consult

Enhancements?
-change to existing 

dashboard

Not sure

New application 
build?

List? One time? 
Cadence?

Fields required

Consult type ?s
Help automate/

streamline 
processes

What project
Time frame

Etc.

What dashboard?
What contracts?

What report is 
broken?

Wish list of changes 
to dashboards/

reports, etc.

 Ability to tag other 
employees

Ability to tag analysts/
multiple analysts

 Ability to tag to 
another request.

 Incorporate bot 
prompt for 
keywords?

Ability to tag other 
employees

Ability to tag other 
employees

Ability to add 
attachments. Need to 
be secure for PHI?

Ability to link to another 
request

Ability to freetext

 One location to 
submit. 

 Multiple ways to 
access.

 Knowledge of 
expectations for 
submission/how-to

 Transparent
 reliable



Submit

Assign priority

Tag to a current 
project

Tag type of work: 
infrastructure, 

report, analysis, etc.

Tag the type of tools 
used to complete 

request

Effort 
(low,med,high)

Yield 
(low, med, high)

Tag department that 
this work is for/

impact

Accept request 
or deny?

Mitigate fallout

accept

deny

Give objective 
criteria for rejection

-solution already 
exists

-other ongoing work 
will solve this 

-transparent about 
denial (might break 

something else)

“sometimes you 
gotta say no to give 

your best yes”

Additional 
questions of 
requestor?

No

Return requestor to 
sender for 
additional 

information

Accept or deny?

accept

deny

Assign

Follow-up with 
requestor

 dependent on analyst 
assigned to project?

 how do we create 
objective criteria for 
scoring effort and 
yields?

 10k’ view

How do we 
decide what 
the priority is?

All of these 
need the ability 
to have their 
tags changed



Assign

Assign to 
multiple people 

across teams

Communicate to 
requestor status of 

request (who, what, 
where)

no

Establish a point 
person or PM for 

collaboration across 
teams

yes

Has ETA work 
progress 
elapsed?

Deliver “product” to 
consumer

Determine cause of 
delay

yesno Is work feasible?

Assess 
results

Communicate to 
requestor status of 
request and close 

request

no

yes

Child tasks within 
larger tasks

Ability to assign 
leader

Automate?



Assess 
results

Consumer Focus
 Survey
 Largest 

requestor of 
our work

Analytics productivity
 Throughput time 
 Areas of delay
 Number of redesign requests
 # of projects with other data 

teams members
 Measurement of categorical 

completion rates

Aggregate Impact
 ROI
 Alignment with 

system goals

Process needs 
outlined
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